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Einstein revolution of physics with his relativity 1919 was followed
by Quantum revolution in 1920s.
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According to mainstream they cannot unify quantum mechanics
with general relativity, but they have theories which attempt to do
this such as superstring theory.

But if you look to the old physics pre-20th century there were
unified theory attempts.
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Helge Kragh, historian,
Aarhus University, Denmark
According to him the Victorian unified theory
was vortex theory.
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The Vortex Atom: A Victorian Theory of Everything
Helge Kragh, Centaurus 2002: Vol. 44: pp. 32–114.
Kragh explains that in Victorian times there was a unified theory.
That old physics is missed out from being taught physics students.
So, they go through their education to become professors having
missed out the old physics unified theory.
Up to early 20th century the physicists were being taught things
that are now omitted.
According to Kragh: The vortex atom gave impulse not only
to advances in mathematical hydrodynamics, but also to a
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new branch of topology, the theory of knots. Although knot
theory can be traced back to a work of 1847, by the German
mathematician Johann Listing, it was only with Tait’s
contributions that the field became recognised as an
interesting branch of mathematics. Originally inspired by
Helmholtz’s paper on vortex motion and its perceived
relevance for quaternion analysis, Tait started about 1870 to
think seriously about topology. In this work, that soon led
him to the study of knots, the theory of vortex atoms served
as a strong impulse and became, in his mind, integrally
linked with a topology of matter.

So, the vortex theory was leading to study of new branches
of mathematics
The mathematics of the theory became too complicated
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Kragh: Given that the theory was immensely complicated from a mathematical
point of view, it could always be argued that it was not yet understood
sufficiently to be physically useful. For example, as early as 1872 Kelvin argued
that the difficulties ‘‘are . . ., in all probability, only dependent on the
weakness of mathematics’’ (Smith and Wise 1989, p. 425).
So, there is this old unified theory that is no longer taught to physicists, but it
influenced the creation of the maths that physicists are still using.
i.e. physicists are losing touch with the history of the development of their
theoretical framework and its tools.

Attempt was started to combine Boscovich’s theory of particles with vortex
theory:
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Kragh: Pearson’s modified theory of 1891, he sought to combine the merits
of the extended vortex atom and the Boscovichian point atom. This he did
by reducing the atomic sphere to a point from which ether continuously
flows in all directions of space, or what he called an ether squirt. He later
described in his point atom as ‘‘something like a tap turned on under water,
except that the machinery of the tap is dispensed with in the case of the
squirt’’ (Pearson 1900, p. 267).
- I prefer term “point-particle” to “point-atom”
Lucretius (99 BC – c. 55 BC)
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- a vision of atoms randomly moving in an
infinite universe
- Catholic Christian Church didn’t like that
because viewed as “random” and not under
God’s design; so, thought of as atheism.
- But the Church had to reconsider
atoms/particles as part of the Copernican
revolution.
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The particle theory was picked up by
Boscovich (1711- 1787) is a famous Croatian
philosopher and scientist; so famous that he
is hardly known.
Boscovich’s theory used to be taught up to
early 20th century now it is missed out in what
is taught to physics students.
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Statue of Boscovich in Milan
http://www.croatia.org/crown/articles/10987/1/Ruggiero-Boscovich---RudjerBoskovic-17111787-has-a-memorial-plaque-in-Milano.html
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BIG GAP between Einstein dealing with
General Relativity and mainstream
taking up interest in it: John Wheeler
(1911- 2008) was the main force
behind what is called the
Renaissance of Relativity: set up a
revival of interest in relativity. And it
can be picked up from that – that
Boscovich is the basis for that
research. But still mostly ignore the
old physics pre-Einstein.
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Einstein went off to search for unified field theory; that was based on Boscovich
etc.
But it was no longer part of the mainstream
because he lost in argument to Bohr about
Quantum mechanics.
So, his work after that was mostly ignored
until John Wheeler revived interest.
Quantum physics was deemed as having
immediate applications, while relativity
wasn’t.
BUT did the BIG GAP result in Einstein
being misunderstood?
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I argue quite a lot with people
about relativity, and there seems
many different interpretations
about relativity, such as this
person- John Duffield. According
to him
(contrary to mainstream’s view) –
relativity has been misunderstood
and gravitational field was not to
be represented by spacetime
curvature; it was just tidal force that was spacetime curvature.
Einstein lived in Switzerland and Berlin.

Albert Einstein studied at the polytechnic, which is now called the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology (ETH Zürich), from 1896 to 1900. He graduated with a
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Degree in Mathematics and Natural Sciences. From 1909, he was an Extraordinary
Professor at the University of Zurich and from 1912 to 1914 he worked as a
Professor of Theoretical Physics at ETH Zürich.
He held a professorship in Berlin from 1914 which relieved him of all
teaching obligations and as a result, he went on to make a breakthrough in
the general theory of relativity in 1915.
https://www.zuerich.com/en/visit/albert-einstein
So, he dealt with Swiss German and Berlin German: But that is like two different
languages.
So, Einstein dealt with Swiss-German and Berlin-German; but that is like two different
languages.
The German Language and Its Many Forms: Switzerland is a case of its own, with its local
dialects of the vernacular 'Switzertütsch' (Swiss German) remaining mostly unintelligible
even to Germans and Austrians. The relation between the vernacular 'Switzertütsch’ and
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standard German is one of diglossia. https://www.deutsch-lernen.com/learn-germanonline/german_language.htm
Diglossia: a situation in which two languages (or two varieties of the same language) are
used under different conditions within a community.
So, what I am suggesting is that: when Einstein spoke to people in German he had
the possibility of being difficult to be understood and hence misinterpreted. This has
a knock-on when want to know subtleties about relativity from him.
The BIG GAP between Einstein doing relativity (mostly alone) and John Wheeler reviving
interest in relativity represents a lost opportunity for clarification, and hence where lots
of things could have been misunderstood.
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Ideally, I should be picking up on Prince’s work on unified field theory:
Paper: An Analytical Form of the Boscovich Curve with Applications
At: http://vixra.org/abs/1801.0116?ref=9750308

But I am dealing with ether in a roundabout way, showing how it has been
misunderstood.
According to Einstein (1905):
Volume 2: The Swiss Years: Writings, 1900-1909 (English translation
supplement) Page 141
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The introduction of a "light ether" will prove superfluous, inasmuch as in
accordance with the concept to [6] be developed here, no "space at
absolute rest" endowed with special properties will be introduced, nor will
a velocity vector be assigned to a point of empty space at which
electromagnetic processes are taking place.

Other translations say things slightly differently.
So, the issue becomes what did Einstein mean by “ether”.
Wikipedia says this sort of thing:
Earth orbits around the Sun at a speed of around 30 km/s (18.64 mi/s), or
108,000 km/h (67,000 mph). The Earth is in motion, so two main
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possibilities were considered: (1) The aether is stationary and only
partially dragged by Earth (proposed by Augustin-Jean Fresnel in 1818),
or (2) the aether is completely dragged by Earth and thus shares its
motion at Earth's surface (proposed by Sir George Stokes, 1st Baronet in
1844).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michelson%E2%80%93Morley_experimen t

At 29 July 2018
Both these aethers are supposed to be disproved. But then it goes on to
mention a third aether:
Wikipedia says this sort of thing:
Earth orbits around the Sun at a speed of around 30 km/s (18.64 mi/s), or
108,000 km/h (67,000 mph). The Earth is in motion, so two main
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possibilities were considered: (1) The aether is stationary and only partially
dragged by Earth (proposed by Augustin-Jean Fresnel in 1818), or (2) the
aether is completely dragged by Earth and thus shares its motion at Earth's
surface (proposed by Sir George Stokes, 1st Baronet in 1844).In addition,
James Clerk Maxwell (1865) recognized the electromagnetic nature of light
and developed what are now called Maxwell's equations, but these
equations were still interpreted as describing the motion of waves through
an aether, whose state of motion was unknown.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michelson%E2%80%93Morley_experiment
At 29 July 2018
Wikipedia says this sort of thing:
In addition, James Clerk Maxwell (1865) recognized the electromagnetic
nature of light and developed what are now called Maxwell's equations,
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but these equations were still interpreted as describing the motion of
waves through an aether, whose state of motion was unknown.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michelson%E2%80%93Morley_experimen t

At 29 July 2018
It is this third type of aether that was not disproved, an aether consistent
with Maxwell’s electromagnetism; Maxwell’s electromagnetism that
Einstein’s special relativity was supposed to be based on.
So, when Einstein says this: The introduction of a "light ether" will prove
superfluous
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He must be thinking in terms that the first two aether types are wrong, and
the third aether where don’t know motion with respect to it is to be
considered superfluous?
The issue can get confused with proposals that spacetime is a type of aether, that
Higgs field is a type of aether etc.
But in the context of when Einstein was writing special relativity in 1905 it was
three types of aether; and two were wrong, and third was being ignored.
Far as I am concerned the third aether exists. And cannot be ignored any
longer.
Based on particles we have wave motion like this:
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i.e. from motion of particles can form what we call wave motion of
longitudinal waves and transverse waves. AND Boscovich theory is dealing
with particles. So, aether made from particles works. (And particles having
fields around them etc.)

Modern physics based on concept of particles, and Boscovich’s theory
based on point-particles – a mathematical idealisation.
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Modern physics is founded on idea of point-particles, and that is taught to
physics students; but they miss out whose theory that “is” – i.e. Boscovich’s
theory.
Sometimes people get hung up on it and say not physical
But math modelling starts from idealizations and then add to it.
A F Kracklauer translation of papers previously not translated from
German into English: Einstein in English volume II: 1914-1923
Einstein went back to accepting aether in 1920, proviso: I have to check
rest of the papers.
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Einstein says: “in 1905 I held the opinion, that one was forced to
abandon the concept of aether in Physics altogether. This judgement,
however, was too radical, as we shall see below, when considering
General Relativity. In fact, it remains possible to assume the existence
of a space-filling medium for which its state can be taken as that of the
electromagnetic fields (as well then of matter)…” (p. 755 circa 1920)

So, physics education seems to be teaching Einstein’s
1905 view of rejection of aether, instead of when
Einstein changed his mind and brought back aether.
This rejection of aether has caused a great deal of
confusion.
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Hmolpedia ( Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics, Human Chemistry, and
Human Physics):
Boscovich atomic theory
In his atomic theory, Boscovich blended Newton’s 1718 atomic theory, i.e. viewing
the world as being composed a elementary particles that attract at close distances
via the force of chemical affinity, and Gottfried Leibniz’s view of atomic particles as
‘points of energy’, to conceive a newer theory of ‘point atoms’ or ‘stationary atom
theory’ in which atoms were regarded as centers of forces without spatial extent,
and whereas Newton focused on attraction, Boscovich added to this the importance
of repulsive forces, such that at short range, atoms attracted each other, but that at
longer range, atoms pushed each other way, the latter aspect explaining gas
pressure. In this model, the rigid surface of the Democritus atom model was replaced
by a region of equilibrium between the forces of attraction and repulsion associated
with the dynamic field surrounding the atom collapsed into a material point.
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http://www.eoht.info/page/Roger+Boscovich
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This is accelerated history of Standard model according to The
God Particle: If the Universe is the Answer, what is the
Question?
By Leon M. Lederman, Dick Teresi
Has the following:
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Dragoslav Stoiljkovic
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General and some particular shapes ofBoscovich's curves
Boscovich:
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CONTEMPORARY VERIFICATIONS OF BOSCOVICH’S CURVE:
PARTICLES INTERACTION ON SIX LEVELS OF HIERARCHY

Physical interaction

1. Electron –
atomic nucleus

Chemical interaction

3. Two
molecules

2. Two atoms

More examples in book:

5. Colloidal
4. Two
macromolecules particles

6. Two nanoparticles

Conclusion
So, issues like the aether have been confused,
and if physicists had paid proper attention to
their history then they would not have created
this confusion.
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